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Modification Methods for Inverting Matrices and

Solving Systems of Linear Algebraic Equations

By D. Goldfarb*

Abstract. Modification methods for inverting matrices and solving systems of linear

algebraic equations are developed from Broyden's rank-one modification formula. Several

algorithms are presented that take as few, or nearly as few, arithmetic operations as Gaussian

elimination and are well suited for the handling of data. The effect of rounding errors is

discussed briefly.

Some of these algorithms are essentially equivalent to, or "compact" forms of, such known

methods as Sherman and Morrison's modification method, Hestenes' biorthogonalization

method, Gauss-Jordan elimination, Aitken's below-the-line elimination method, Purcell's

vector method, and its equivalent, Pietrzykowski's projection method, and the bordering

method. These methods are thus shown to be directly related to each other.

Iterative methods and methods for inverting symmetric matrices are also given, as are the

results of some computational experiments.

1. Introduction. This paper is concerned with the related problems of inverting

matrices and solving linear nonhomogeneous algebraic systems of equations by a

class of direct methods which we shall call modification methods. The adjective

modification is used to describe these methods, for they are all based upon the modifica-

tion of a matrix and its inverse by a matrix of rank one. Most of these methods are

direct—that is, a solution to the problem is obtained by using a finite number of

elementary arithmetic operations. The general formula that these methods are

based upon, however, is iterative in nature, and iterative methods are also given.

Modification methods have been developed and published by other authors.

These include the methods of Sherman and Morrison [30], [31], and [32], and com-

putational schemes and extensions based upon their work due to Woodbury [37],

Wilf [34], [35], Zielke [38], Ershov [10] (as reported in Faddeev and Faddeeva [11]),

and Kron [23]. Methods developed by the author are found in Section 2 (for in-

verting matrices), in Section 6 (for inverting symmetric matrices), in Section 7

(iterative methods), and in Sections 8, 9, and 10 (for solving simultaneous linear

equations). At first it was thought that all of these methods were new. Subsequent

comparisons with the literature, however, revealed that, although the theoretical

development underlying these methods was new, most of them were essentially

equivalent to, or were a compact form of, known techniques. These techniques

include Sherman and Morrison's modification method [31], Hestenes' biorthogonali-

zation method [17], [18], Gauss-Jordan elimination, Aitken's below-the-line elimina-
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tion method [1], PurceH's vector method [29] and its equivalent, Pietrzykowski's

projection method [26], and the bordering method.

The relationships between these methods and those developed by the author

are explored in Sections 4, 5, 9, and 11. As a result of this analysis several of these

methods are shown to be related that were previously thought not to be.

Brief discussions of the computational aspects of the modification methods

developed here are found in Sections 3 and 12. Two algorithms, algorithm (2.8)

for inverting matrices and algorithm (10.2) for solving systems of linear equations,

are particularly interesting, since both require no more arithmetic operations than

Gaussian elimination. Both of these algorithms were coded in APL and were tested

computationally on several numerical examples. These results are found in Sec-

tion 13.

The purpose of this paper is not to encourage the rejection of Gaussian elimina-

tion in favor of modification methods. Many fine computer codes for the former

method, incorporating scaling, pivoting, and other error-reducing procedures, are

in use and are readily available. Rather the purpose of this paper is to present a

comprehensive exposition of modification methods.

2. Generalized Modification Methods for Matrix Inversion. Consider the fol-

lowing algorithm based upon a general rank-one modification formula due to Broyden

[41.
(0) Choose, as an initial approximation to A \ some nonsingular n X n matrix

2?<0). Let Xi ^ 0, • • ■ , xn ^ 0 be some set of mutually orthogonal n-dimensional

column vectors.

(1) Compute

(2.1)
0?'*-" Ax,, - xk)x'kBik~1)

x'kBa-J) Axik

for k — 1, 2, - • • , n where iu i2, • ■ • , 4 is some permutation of 1, 2, • • • , n

The main result of this section is given by the following theorem.

Theorem 2.1. If x'kBik'l)Axik # 0,/or k = 1, 2, • • • , n, then

n

A'1 = RBM    where R = £ *i***/ll**l|2-

Proof. Substituting Rxk = x,k in (2.1) gives

O -n       R<« _ R<*-"      (5" " AR — I)xkx'kBa " , _ ,

(2-2)       B    ~B x'kB{k~l) ARxk '      * -'>••■."•

Using the well-known formula, due to Bartlett [2],

(2.3) (M 4- uv'Y1 = M~' - ATWm~7(1 + v'M~\)

relating rank-one modifications of a matrix and its inverse, we obtain

/•d><*>\->     i»(*-ik-i  I  (AR     (B(    ')_)xkx'k
(B   ) = (B     )   4- -ri—- >      k — 1, • • • , n.

Hence,

(2.4) (ß'")"1 - AR = ((ß'*-")-' - AR)Pk
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where Pk

(2.5)

But Pi   ■ • P,

I - xkx'k xk\\2 is an orthogonal projection matrix. It follows that

(ß'-'y-1 - AR = ((ß(0))_1 - AR)-P, ■■■ Pn.

0, where 0 is a matrix of all zeros. Therefore,

b
(AR)~l = R-'A~'

and the theorem is proved.

The matrix R behaves very much like a permutation matrix and in fact, is one

if the orthogonal set of vectors {x;J is the set of unit coordinate vectors {<?, ■}. If xik = xk

for all k, then R is obviously the identity I. If xk and xik are interchanged in (2.1),

then/T1 = R~lBln\ where R~l = xkx',J\\xlk\\2.

If algorithm (2.1) is to be at all useful, we should be able to choose an ordering

of the orthogonal set of vectors jx,} and a permutation iu i2, ■ ■ ■ , /„ so that the de-

nominator in (2.1) does not vanish on any step. With this in mind we prove the

following two lemmas. The first is a restatement of a result proved by Dennis [6,

Theorem 5].

Lemma 2.1. If B'k~u is a nonsingular n X n matrix and if x'kB{k~uAxik 0,

then Bih> is nonsingular.

Proof. Assume that Bk) is singular, i.e., B{k)u = 0 for some u ^ 0. From (2.1)

we have that

0

0

xkB   u = xkB      u — xk
, (Ba'uAxlk - xk)x'kB'k~l)u

x.B«-» Axit

\xk\\2-xlBil-"u_

x'kBa~l) Axik

Since the denominator is bounded and xk ^ 0, x'kB{k~1)u must equal zero. But

this implies from (2.1) that B<k)u = S(*_1)u = 0, for u ^ 0 contradicting the hy-

pothesis that B(k~1) is nonsingular. Hence, Blk) must also be nonsingular.

Lemma 2.2. (Bik)AR — I)Ulik = 0 where Ui%i = [«,, wi+1, • • • , «,] and, w, =

JCi/Hjc.-H- Ui,i andO are n X (j — i + 1) matrices, the latter having all zero elements.

This result is an immediate consequence of (2.5) for n = k.

Theorem 2.2. If A is nonsingular, there exists an ordering of the vectors {xA

and a permutation iu i2, • • • , in such that (2.1) is well defined (i.e., the denominator

x'kBlk~l)'Axik does not vanish at the kth step).

Proof. Let U = Ult% = [Uu^ \ UkJ = [(7, ! U2].
It is assumed that (2.1) was well defined on all steps preceding the kth step.

U'B'k~uARU is nonsingular since U, A, R and #<*~*) are nonsingular. Bl is

jtonsingular by Lemma 2.1 so long as B

U'B{k-l)

is chosen nonsingular.

ARU
U'iBik~u ARUi u:b' ARU2

>u-i>
ARUl iMB

U'iUi !
_i_
UiUi \ U'2Bl"-1)

UoB11"" ARU,

MB""" ARU,

ARU, 0

UlBa~]) ARU,

U',B' ARU,

by Lemma 2.2, where      is a (k — l)st order identity matrix.

The possible denominators in (2.1) on the kth step, allowing for reordering

the vectors xk, ■ ■ ■ , xn and the permutation it, ■ ■ ■ , i„, are just the elements of
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V'2B^k~uARU2. These cannot all be zero, for if they were, U'B(k~!)ARU would

be singular. Since it is not singular, there must be some choice of xk, • • • , xn and

some permutation that gives a nonvanishing denominator.

Actually, Theorem 2.2 is more restrictive than is necessary. On the kth step,

if xik is fixed there must be some choice xt among the vectors xk, ■ ■ ■ , xn such that

x'lBik'i) Axik ^ 0. Otherwise the /th row of U'B^'^ARU would equal zero, con-

tradicting the nonsingularity of A.

The most natural choice for the set of orthogonal vectors is the set of unit vectors

{«,{. With this choice, algorithm (2.1) becomes

(0) Choose an n X n nonsingular matrix 5<0>.

(1) Compute

(2.6) -A,k~%t)e''B-,      *- 1.2,

eikB Ak

where Ak denotes the kth column of A. If we let b\f and au denote the elements

of Bai and A respectively, and if on the kth step ik = k, (i) becomes

(i) ' Compute

(2.6a) e{« = £) 6^"««.      i = 1, ••• , n.
i-l

(ii) ' Compute

(2.6b) b& = blTl,/clk\      j = 1, 2, ••• , n,

and

(2.6c) = ba     — c, fttJ- ,       i, ] = 1, 2, ■ • • , n, i 9^ k.

In step (ii)', c"' may equal zero. Theorem 2.2 and the discussion following it

only guarantee that not all the c\k), i = k, ■ ■ ■ , n, computed in step (i)' will be zero

if A is nonsingular. Thus, row interchange may be necessary. In practice, the actual

interchange of rows may be avoided through the use of a permutation vector. Rather

than using c{kkl as the denominator in (ii)', it is advisable to use cfk as the divisor,

where

(2.7) \c(k)\ = max \cik)\,      fW hi-"\. '»-*•

The subscript k would then be replaced by ik and i ^ k would be replaced by i ^ ik

in (ii)'. This is the analog of partial pivoting in Gaussian elimination, i.e., of choosing

as the pivot, an element of largest absolute value in the kth column. Henceforth,

we shall assume that ik = k in (2.7).

The most economical choice for Bf0) both in terms of computer storage and the

number of operations performed is the identity I. This leads to the following

algorithm.
For k = 1, 2, • • • , n,

(i) compute

(2.8a) On ajk, i = 1, • • • , k - 1,
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(2.8b) clk) = £ b'k'uaik + an,      .=*,••• , n.
i-i

If c[k) = 0, terminate. (A is singular.) Otherwise

(ii) compute

(2.8c)      ftg' = 1/4",

(2.8d)       = ;;- l,... ,*- l,

(2.8e)      b\f = - c\k)b'kk\      i = 1, • • • , n; i * k, j = 1, • ■ • , k - 1

and

(2.80 b\V = -c'k)bikk\      i = 1, ••• * A,

As in algorithm (2.6), partial pivoting may be used (with appropriate permutations

of integers). It will be shown later that the numbers clk), j = k, ■ ■ ■ , n, are equal

to the elements uki of the upper triangular matrix U of Gaussian elimination assuming

exact arithmetic is used. Choosing ik from (2.7) thus corresponds exactly to partial

pivoting in Gaussian elimination.

Analogs of partial (row) pivoting and complete pivoting are also possible. These

procedures require the computation of the inner products of all remaining columns

of A (i.e., n — k + 1 columns at the /cm step), with the /cth row of Ba~1) in the

former case and with the last n — k + 1 rows of B(k~1) in the latter case. As these

greatly increase the amount of work required by the algorithm, they are not

recommended.

An alternate form of algorithm (2.8) is obtained by replacing steps (2.8d)-(2.8f) by

(2.8d')      8f = -c'k)-b[kk\ i = 1, • • • , ft] i # k,

(2.8e') b(,k) = b(k-l) + blV-biT11, i = 1, ■ ■• , n; i ^ k, j = 1, • •• ,k - 1

and

(2.8f) C = blV-bi)-",      j = 1, ••• ,* - 1.

These formulas require exactly the same number of multiplications, reciprocals,

and additions and subtractions as formulas (2.8d)-(2.8f).

3. Computational Aspects. There are basically three important criteria for judg-

ing methods for inverting matrices on a computer. They are the number of arithmetic

operations required, the storage and data handling requirements, and the suscepti-

bility to rounding errors. A fourth, though less important criterion, is algorithmic

complexity. Throughout this section, unless stated otherwise, we shall assume that

1^**1 = \cltn\ for all k and / > k; i.e., 4 = k. This is important for any analysis of

numerical error, but has practically no effect on the storage and arithmetical re-

quirements of the algorithms except for the general case of algorithm (2.1).

With regard to the first criterion, each iteration of algorithm (2.1) requires An1 + n

multiplications, n divisions, and An2 — 2n additions and subtractions. Each iteration

of algorithm (2.6) requires In2 — n multiplications, n divisions, and In2 — In addi-

tions and subtractions. Algorithms (2.1) and (2.6), respectively, require approxi-
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mately 4 and 2 times as many operations as Gaussian elimination. Algorithm (2.6),

however, is competitive with Hotelling's iterative formula [19], if used to improve

an approximate inverse, obtained by it or some other method.

The kth iteration of algorithm (2.8) requires n(2k — 1) — 1 multiplications, 1

reciprocal, and 2(n — l)(/c — 1) additions and subtractions. For the complete inversion

the totals are n3 — n multiplication, n reciprocals, and n3 — In2 4~ n additions and

subtractions. These operational counts are identical to those for Gaussian elimination.

Although the method of modification has been discussed by several authors, this

fact seems to have gone unnoticed.

The handling of data for these methods is particularly convenient, since single

columns of A (or rows of A if we work with A') are needed on each iteration. The

standard forms of the Gauss and Gauss-Jordan methods require the entire matrix

on each iteration, while the original versions of the Crout [5] and Doolittle [7] methods

require, on the kth iteration, all as yet uncalled for components of the kth column

and row. An algorithm can also be given for decomposing A into LU that changes

only the kth column of A on the kth step. (For example, see Fox [12, p. 103].)

Only some brief comments will be made here with regard to the effect of roundoff.

A more complete analysis will appear in a later paper. On each iteration, the effect

of the algorithm is to postmultiply the matrix difference Ba~1> "' — A by an orthog-

onal projection operator. This suggests that the algorithm is not overly susceptible

to rounding errors. Limited numerical experience (see Section 13) has tended to sup-

port this. On the other hand, even if partial pivoting is used, some of the ratios c^ /ckk)

may be greater than one, as in Gauss-Jordan elimination, making it difficult to obtain

error bounds. As discussed in Section 5, algorithm (2.8) and Gauss-Jordan elimina-

tion are very directly related. As in the Crout algorithm, the numbers c\k) in algorithms

(2.6) and (2.8) should be computed as double-precision accumulated inner products

before final rounding to single precision. This helps to keep the rounding errors small.

Lastly, the algorithms developed here are very simple to program and implement

on a computer.

4. Relationship to Sherman and Morrison's Modification Method. Algorithm

(2.1) is directly related to the method of modification [30], [31]. In fact, formula

(2.6) is identical to the one given by Sherman and Morrison [31].

The method of modification (or reinforcement** as it is called by Faddeev and

Faddeeva [11]) is based upon Bartlett's formula (2.3). We can invert a matrix A by

considering it as the last matrix in a sequence of invertible matrices, A{0), A(1}, •■• ,

A'n) = A, each differing from the preceding one by a matrix of rank one, and using

formula (2.3) to compute B = Aw" from B""'' = A1*""". V'Am tcßä Al*~u

differ only in the kth column, and we choose the Arth column of Aa) to equal the

kth column of A, then u = (A — A(k~1))ek and v = ek on the kth application of (2.3).

Making the appropriate substitutions yields

U n »<»> _ _ B^XA - A(k~1))eke'kBlk~u

Since Btk'A'k) = I and ej;et = I, it is obvious that this method is equivalent to

** One of the referees has pointed out that "completion" is probably a better translation of the

Russian "popolnenija".
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algorithm (2.6). If we choose the rank-one matrix difference between Ak 1 and A<l) to

be

(AR - Aa-u)xkx'k/\\xk\\2 = (Ax,k - A^x^xUWx.W2

we obtain the equivalent of the general algorithm (2.1) by application of (2.3) itera-

tively.

Although (4.1) and (2.6) with ik = k are identical if exact arithmetic is used, Powell

[27] has shown, both theoretically and numerically, that the latter is to be preferred

because it tends to suppress the contribution from any errors in B'h~1). A similar

statement holds for the more general algorithms. Specifically, if Bik) and Ba~1)

are approximations to Aa)" and Aa~u~\ where

then one finds that B(t'"' - Aw = [Bik~u" - Alk-l)]Pk using the Broyden formula

(2.1) and Ba)~l - Aa> = B'*"1'"' - A0"1' using the Bartlett formula.

5. Relationship to Other Methods. One may view algorithm (2.6), i.e., Sher-

man and Morrison's method of modification, as a method for forming from the rows

of Z?(0>, a basis that is dual or biorthonormal to the basis consisting of the columns

of A, since after the kth step B'k> A, = e, for j = 1, 2, • • • , k. This dual basis is given

by the rows of SU). It is not surprising, therefore, that algorithm (2.6) is also identical

to Hestenes' biorthogonalization method [18]. If the Athrowof Btk) is left unchanged

on the kth iteration, B k]'Aj = 5,e, for j = 1, ■ • • , k, where 5,- is a scalar, and the

version of Hestenes' method described by Fox [12] is obtained. A 1 is then equal to

D'1Bln), where D is a diagonal matrix whose Ath diagonal element equals 5k.

Hestenes recommends choosing 5<0) = A' [18]. With this choice of 5l0) or, in fact,

any Bsuch that B<0) A is positive definite, he shows that the denominator in formula

(2.6b). i.e., c[k), does not vanish so long as A is nonsingular and exact arithmetic is

used. For numerical considerations, it is still preferable to employ partial pivoting.

Hestenes also shows that his algorithm (i.e., algorithm (2.6) is equivalent to

applying Gauss-Jordan elimination with pivot row division by the pivot element to

the matrix B'U)A. This can be seen by writing (2.6), with ik = k, as Ba) =

(I - v^ek)Bik-l), where vik) = (B^'^A - DeK/e'kB{k~uAk. Now vlk) is chosen

so that

B   Ak = (I — v   ek)B      Ak = ek.

By Lemma 2.2, B'k)'A: = e, for j < k as well. Thus

A~> = BM = (I - vwe'„) •••(/- uMe[)Bw.

If B(0) = I, then we have A~1 expressed exactly as it is by the Gauss-Jordan algorithm.

However, in modification algorithms, we do not record the elements of the "reduced"

matrix B'k)A but only those of B'k); i.e., the modification algorithm (2.8) is a "com-

pact" form of Gauss-Jordan.

The form of Gauss-Jordan elimination described above is operationally identical

to Aitken's below-the-line elimination method [1], applied to the partitioned matrix
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Thus, algorithm (2.8) may also be viewed as a compact method for computing A'1

in the lower right corner in the below-the-line method.

After k steps of algorithm (2.8),

Bl An1

^21 -^11

0

I m — 7

and

0

An A12

A22      A2\ A\ Au

where An, Al2, A2l and A22 are the appropriate k X k, k X (n — k), (n — k) X k,

and (n — k) X (n — k) submatrices of the partitioned matrix

A =
An

Aot

A12

A22.

The connection between algorithms (2.8) and (2.6) and the inversion of a matrix by

either successively bordering its submatrices or by partitioning is easily demonstrated.

The relationship between Sherman and Morrison's modification method and the

bordering method was first pointed out by Dwyer [9, pp. 292-294].

6. Symmetric Matrices. Both Greenstadt [16] and Powell [28] have indepen-

dently developed a symmetric analog of Broyden's rank-one modification formula.

Using Powell's [28] formula for updating the corresponding inverse, we arrive at the

following general algorithm for inverting a symmetric matrix.

(0) Choose, as an initial approximation to A~l, some nonsingular symmetric

nXn matrix Bm. Let xx ^ 0, • • • , xn ^ 0 be some set of mutually orthogonal vectors.

(1) Compute

s<*> = fl<*-> + i {B(k-"xt\ßy. - ^B"""! 4- yk\Bx'kB(k-" - yy'k]},
(b.l) 0

k = 1, 2, • • • , n,

where yk = B'k~"Axk - xk, a = y'kAxk, ß = x'kBa~uAxk, y = xlB(k~"xt and

5 = ay — ß2. For simplicity we have assumed that pivoting is not required.

Using the generalized modification formula

(6.2) (A/+ UV')'1 = M"1 - AT1 (7(7 4- V Ml U)1 V M~l

where both U and V are n X 2 matrices, we can show that if the denominator does

not vanish on any step, then

Bm~l - A = /V/Vi ••• P.CS"""' - A)P, ••• Pk.,Pk   and    A~l = BM.

Identity (6.2) is usually attributed to Woodbury [37]. However, Zielke [38] notes that

it first appeared in a paper by Duncan [8].

Each step of algorithm (6.1) requires An2 -\- 0(n) multiplications and divisions.

If the set of orthogonal vectors {xk\ are the coordinate vectors [ek], these require-

ments become In2 + 0(n), and formula (6.1) reduces to Zielke's formula [38].
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Other modification methods that preserve the symmetry of B(k), the matrix ap-

proximation to A~l, if A is symmetric, have been described by Householder [20],

Wilf [34], [35], and Bodewig [3].

7. Improving an Approximate Inverse. Algorithms (2.1) or (2.6) can also be

used in an iterative manner to improve an approximation to A~1 that has been com-

puted using these algorithms or some other inversion technique. If 5<0) is a fairly

good approximation to A~\ pivoting will not be necessary, for Bi0)A ?ö I, and the

remarks of Section 5, with regard to choices of B(0> such that B{0) A is positive definite,

apply. Algorithms (2.1) and (2.6) can be applied in integral multiples of n iterations,

as previously described in Section 3. The algorithms, however, may be terminated

when some norm of B{k~1) A — / becomes small enough.

One variant of algorithm (2.1) that is entirely iterative is to compute, on the Arth

step, the eigenvector of B k~i)A — I corresponding to the eigenvalue of

maximum modulus. This vector can then be used in formula (2.1) in place of xk

(and xik). Caution must be used not to choose an eigenvector with eigenvalue — 1,

for this would cause the denominator in (2.1) to vanish. This could only happen if

the matrix B{k'i)A has a zero eigenvalue; i.e., A is singular. The eigenvalue, £, need

only be computed approximately, using, for example, the power method. After one

iteration of algorithm (2.1) with xk £,(BWA - f) £ = 0, and since \\Pk\\ £ 1,
H5""-1 - A\\ = p(t)_1 - A\\ from Eq. (2.4). Thus by these criteria, Blk) is a

better approximation to A'1 than is Blk~u. This is a time-consuming procedure.

However, it might be worth performing one such iteration to improve an approxi-

mate inverse, ß<n), obtained by algorithm (2.6), if the norm of the residual matrix

corresponding to BU) was greater than some acceptable value.

If B*0)A is symmetric, as would be the case for B(0) = / and A symmetric, or

Z?<0) = A', then the above procedure results in an «-step algorithm for inverting A.

(This assumes that the eigenvalue problem is solved exactly, at each step.) If B{0)A

is symmetric, there exists an orthogonal set of eigenvectors of 5<0) A, %u

corresponding to eigenvalues \u X2, • • • , X„. Therefore, from (2.1),

B(1)A is obviously symmetric and has eigenvectors £2, • • • , £„ corresponding to

eigenvalues I, X2, • • • , \„. When formula (7.2), with sub and superscripts 0 and 1

replaced by k — 1 and k, is used in conjunction with the power method to determine

the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of (B^k~1)A — I), and hence those of B^k~1) A, for

k — 1, • ■ • , n, the result is obviously a variant of the orthogonalization method for

determining the intermediate eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a matrix. Formula

(7.1) iteratively builds up the inverse matrix as the eigenvalues and eigenvectors are

determined.

(7.1)

and

(7.2) ß<0) A + (1 - A.&Jf/tff

8. Modification Methods for the Solution of Linear Equations. In this section,

we shall present several algorithms for solving systems of n linear equations in n
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unknowns that are based upon the rank-one modification formula (2.6). More general

methods based upon the more general formula (2.1) can also be derived. However,

these methods would require a much greater amount of computational effort than

those that will be presented.

In Section 2, we proved that, allowing for row permutations of Blk), i.e., partial

pivoting, and assuming that B{0> and A were both nonsingular, Bin) = R^A"1 where

R is a permutation matrix. In order to simplify the following presentation, we shall

assume that partial pivoting is unnecessary. This will be the case if all leading square

submatrices of A are nonsingular. Under this assumption, the solution to the system

of linear equations

(8.1) Ax = b,

is given by B(n)b.

Postmultiplying both sides of Eq. (2.6) (with it = k) by b and letting Bik)b = xa)

for all k yields the following iterative formula:

(8.2) *'*> = x{k-l) - (B(k-"Ak e^l^/elB^A

where x[kis the Arth component of the vector x(k~1}. If we set xw = B{0)b, xl,n) will

equal A~lb, the required solution. This, as it stands, is not a very efficient method

since the full matrix Blk~1) is needed at the Arth step. Even if the iterations were begun

with B'0) = I, and hence x(0) = b, the method would still require approximately

three times as much work as required by Gaussian elimination to solve (8.1).

In formula (8.2), we do not need the matrix Ba~u on the Arth step, but rather the

vector B^-^A,. Defining the vectors = Blk)Ah0^ k<j^ «, and </„<*,. = =

B{k)b, 0 5= Ac rjS n, we obtain from (8.2) and (2.6) the following iterative scheme for

computing the dik):

d,    = dj-
ek) djk "

(8.3)
dkk

k + 1, ■■• ,« + 1, k 1,

where fi^*/' denotes the Arth component of d\k u. The solution to (8.1) is given by

x = d^l\. Finally, (8.3) can be written as

(8.4a) dlf = dlT^/dlt-",      j = k + 1, •••,«+ 1,

and

(8.4b)
aa   — "it    '"a >

; = k + i.. i, / = i, , n; i ^ k.

These formulas are just those of Gauss-Jordan elimination with division of the

pivot row by the pivot element, and are operationally equivalent to Aitken's below-

the-line elimination method applied to

A

I
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There is an alternative scheme that lies somewhere between computing the full

matrix Ba) and computing the vectors = Bw A> on the /cth iteration. We can

compute the last n — k rows of B{k) on the /cth step, and, at the same time, compute

the first k rows of the matrix Bw[Ak+u Ak+2, ■,An] = [dk{k\ , <*']. This method

[15], however, requires f«3 + \n~ + %n multiplications and divisions, and |n3 — fn2

+ %n additions and subtractions, whereas the corresponding counts for Gauss-

Jordan elimination, i.e., algorithm (8.4), are \n3 -\- \r? and \nz — \n.

If we multiply both sides of formula (2.6) on the left by b' rather than on the right

by b, we arrive at a method for computing the solution to x'A = b' or equivalently,

A'x = b, since b'B°" = b'A~\ Specifically, if we let xa>' = b'Bik\ for k =

0, 1, we obtain

(8.5)
<*-!)/ (xa-u'Ak bkykB{

ekB Ak
1.

We can, of course, use this iterative formula together with (2.6) to solve (8.1). We need

only replace A by A' in both formulas. Furthermore, observe that only rows

k 4- 1, • ■ • , n of B k) are needed after the /cth step. Therefore, after transposition of

formulas (2.6) and (8.5), and using Bm to denote what was previously indicated by

Ba)', we obtain the following algorithm, starting with B<0) = /:

(0) Set x<0) = b.

(1) Compute

(8.6a)

Cn+ 1

(8.6b) C

E, (t-D ,
QkpDpj       i aicj,

7,-1

n

Z(t-l) ,
Qkvxv ok,

p-i

= -c,(t,/cr,

(8.6c)      b\f = b\TU +

i = k. n,

j = k + I, ■ • ■ , n,

i = 1, ■ ■ • , k — 1, j = k 4" 1. • • • , n,

(8.6d)      *i   = bk — c,l+i/ck

and

(8.6e)

for /c = 1, 2, • • • , n.

This algorithm can be expressed more compactly by defining the n X (n 4- 1)

and (n -\- 1) X (n + 1) partitioned matrices

xw = a:"-1' (cMB)*S- i = 1, • • • , k - 1,

(8.7a) A = (A \ -b)

and

(8.7b) Bw B

0 1

We can also make the algorithm more general by choosing, in step (0), 5(0) to be

any nonsingular matrix and xl0) = B'0)b. Step (i) then becomes
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(i') Compute

n+ 1

(8.8a) cT = £ äkvbvTl\      j = k, ■■■ , n + 1,

and

(8.8b) t$ =       - ^,1(cJ*>/4"),   / = l, ••••«, 7 = * + i, •:-,.«+ i

for k = 1, 2, ■ ■ • , n. After n iterations, the solution of (8.1) is given by x{"' =

i = 1, ■ • • , n. Notice that only the columns of BU) that are needed in subsequent

steps are updated.

As in algorithms (2.6) and (2.8), incorporation of a partial pivoting scheme in the

above two algorithms is advisable, and sometimes necessary. This is accomplished

exactly as it is in the inversion algorithms.

Algorithm (8.6) requires a total of \n3 -\- \n2 4- \n multiplications and divisions

and \n3 -\- n2 -\- § n additions and subtractions to solve an«X« system. The more

general algorithm (8.8) requires n3 -\- \n2 -\- \n multiplications and divisions and

n3 4- I"2 — \n additions and subtractions.

Klyuev and Kokovkin-Shcherbak proved that \n3 + n2 — \n multiplications and

divisions and \n3 4- \n2 — \n additions and subtractions are the minimal numbers

of these operations that are required to solve an n by n system of linear equations when

using methods which employ linear combinations of rows or columns [22]. Strassen

has shown that one can do even better than this, if one does not restrict oneself to

operations on rows and columns as a whole [33]. Algorithm (8.6) is in the class of

methods treated by Klyuev and Kokovkin-Shcherbak and requires only \n(n 4- 1)

more multiplications and divisions and \n2 4- in more additions and subtractions

than the minimum amount required by such methods.

The more general algorithm (8.8) may be used instead of algorithm (8.6) at the

expense of approximately tripling the number of operations that need be performed.

If one chooses B(01 = A', it can be shown that clk) ^ 0, for k = 1,2, • • ■ , n, assuming

that A is nonsingular and that exact arithmetic is used. (See the discussion of Hestenes'

biorthogonalization method in Section 5.)

Let us consider algorithm (8.8) in greater detail. Each iteration can be expressed

in the terminology of (8.7) as

(8.9) gm = gu-D _ g«-»cw<      /c = 1, 2, • • • , n,

where C{k) is an (n 4- 1) X (n + 1) matrix, all of whose elements are zero except for

the last n — k 4~ 1 elements of the kth row which are

(8.10) ilf = c?y/eln,      j = k + 1, k + 2, • • • , n + 1.

The cf\ j = k, ■ ■ ■ ,«4 1, are, of course, computed according to (8.8a).

Adding the n matrix equations, (8.9) yields

£<«> = Bm - (BmCw + BWC{2) 4- ••■ + B(n-uCu)).

The matrix product glk-ucik) depends only upon the Arth column of ßik~1) and

affects only the last n — k -\- 1 columns of BU) in Eq. (8.9). Therefore the Acth columns

of J(*-n, Blk\- ■•, BM are identical and 5<n> = ß(0>-ß(",(C(1,4-C(2>4-• • ■ +CU>)
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or

(8.11) SWC = Sm

where C is unit upper triangular with elements cu = cfVc,-'', 1 ^ / ^ j ^ «4- 1.

The matrices B(k>, k = 1,2, ■ ■ ■ , n, satisfy

Theorem 8.1.

e'iÄB^e, = 0,      1 £ f £ k £ n, t < j £ n + 1.

»oo/. The theorem is vacuously true for /c = 0. Assume that it is true

for k = p - 1. Then, from (8.9),

e'.ÄB^e, = e\ AB'v~x\l - C(p,)e1

= - (c^/c^M'^e,,     j > p,

for 1 £ i £ p £ n and i < / £ n 4- 1, since C<p)e, = (c^/c^K for /> < y £ n + I

and is zero otherwise. By the induction hypothesis e'iÄßit~1)ei — 0 for 1 £ / £

/? — 1 fS n and i < ,/ £ « 4- J and hence, so is the above for these values of i and j.

But for i = p < j ^ n 4- 1, we have from (8.8a) and the above that e^J^'e, =

gl») _ (c<")/c^))c^) = o, concluding the proof.

From this theorem it follows that the /cth approximation to the solution of (8.1),

computed by algorithm (8.8), satisfies the first k equations in (8.1). In algorithm (8.6),

(8.12)

all subsequent matrices B(1\ ■ ■ ■ , B(n) are unit upper triangular, and the last n — k

components of the kth approximate solution equal bk+1 , ■ ■ ■ , bn.

Theorem 8.2. If A is nonsingular, then at the kth step of algorithm (8.8), not all

cp" > P — k, ■ ■ ■ , n, equal zero.

Proof. From the previous theorem and (8.7a) and (8.7b) we know that

n+l

Z &uh?v~n = Z = 0   for i = 1, • • • , k - 1, p = k, ■
i-l i-l

If

cT = Ü M5T" = Z akib^ = 0   for p r k, ■ ■ ■ , n,

then

£ aribiT" = 0   for i = 1, ••• ,k,p = k, , n.

This implies that the first k rows of the matrix A are orthogonal to the last n — k + I

columns of Bik~1). Since A is nonsingular this implies that B{k~l), and hence from

(8.7b), that Ba'1) are singular. But as in the discussion preceding Eq. (8.11) we can

show that B(0\ which is nonsingular, can be expressed as the product of Ba~1) with

a unit upper triangular matrix, contradicting the singularity of B~'k~1). Therefore, at

least one      ^ 0, k f£ p :£ n.
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These two theorems guarantee that algorithm (8.8) and, in particular, algorithm

(8.6), with partial pivoting will find a solution to (8.1) for A nonsingular.

9. Relationship to Gaussian Elimination. Although it is not obvious, algorithm

(8.6) and Gaussian elimination are related. To demonstrate this, consider the

n X (n 4- 1) matrix

(9.1)

AB(n) = [A
-b]

. 0

= [ABM I AxM - b\.

By Theorem 8.1, L = AB(n> is lower triangular and Ax{n) -b = 0. Since B(n) is unit

upper triangular and b™ = K)'^, for 1 :ä k ^ j — 1, the nonzero elements of L (and

ABin)) are given by

(9.2) >

A comparison with (8.6a) reveals that lkk = c.m, k = 1, • • • , «.

Now, /< has a unique factorization ^ = LiDUu where /_,, Z) and are unit

lower triangular, unit upper triangular, and diagonal matrices, respectively. Since

exists and is unit upper triangular and A = ABMBln)", Ui = B<n>" and

JLiZ) = ABin\ Hence, D has diagonal elements lkk = ckk\ k = 1, • • • , n, (Notice

that the determinant of A can be computed as IjLi c"'-) Also from (8.11) we have

that ^"'C = B(0), i.e.,

0 1

C i a

loll

/

10

Thus (7, = 5"""' = Cand a = (£/, - Z7>.

In Gaussian elimination, the original linear system is transformed on the forward

pass into

L;lb,(9.3) Ux

where U = DUU and then (9.3) is solved by back substitution. Hence U = DC, and

the (/, j)th element of U equals c]° for i S j and is zero otherwise.

An alternate method that is suggested by this analysis is the following:

Compute BM from (8.6a)-(8.6c) and L = AB(n) from (9.2). (/** = and has

already been computed while forming B(n).) Solve the system Ly = b for y, and

finally, compute x = B^y. This algorithm requires a total of \n\n 4- 1) multiplica-

tions and divisions. This is just \n(n -f- 1) less than the number required by Gauss-

Jordan elimination. However, it is approximately fifty percent more than either

Gaussian elimination or algorithm (8.6) require for large n.

10. A More Efficient Method. In the case of algorithm (8.6) (i.e., unit upper

triangular B(k)), Theorem 8.1 shows that formulas (8.6a) through (8.6c) produce, on

the kth step, solutions to the n — k sets of k equations.
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4- ■ • • 4- alkuk + atJ>

(10.1) k + 1, , n,

akiux 4- 4- att«* 4- a* 0

in k unknowns uu ■ ■ ■ , uk. If we apply this approach iteratively to the (n 4~ 1) X n

matrix A = (A [ —6), replacing « in (10.1) by n -\- 1 we arrive at the fol-

lowing algorithm.

Compute

(10.2a) c)
V» -  itt-i)   i -
2_, «tpOP;     4- a*;. 7 = k, n + 1,

(10.2b) 5J?

(10.2c) 6!f

—       Cj /C*>

j-(fc-i)   i    rCfc—1> f «)
= o.'i     4- 0,-jt    o*,- ,

4- 1, ••• ,«+l,

1, ••■ ,* - 1,7 = k+ 1, n + 1,

for k = 1, • • • , n.
The solution to (8.1) is then given by x4 = 6-*i+x> / = 1, As in previous

algorithms, partial pivoting can be employed. Operational counts total to |n3 4-

n2 — \n multiplications and divisions and 4- \n2 — f n additions and subtractions.

These figures are the same as those for Gaussian elimination and, as we have already

mentioned, are minimal for this class of methods. Equations (8.9), (8.10), and (8.11)

still hold, but with Bw = /and      defined by (10.2a). After k steps,

(10.3)
Bw =

1 b[l

1(2)
»23

£<*>
£>1,*4

02.*4

r(t)
0Jt,l;+l

Ä(t)
02,n + l

0t.n+l

1

and corresponding to Theorem 8.1 we have the following theorem:

Theorem 10.1. In algorithm (10.2),

£ 4- «iP = 0, l£i$k<p£n+l.

Theorem 8.2 remains valid. Finally, it is easy to show that 5U)~' = and a =

— L~lb where L = AB'n) and the components a, of aareequaltocj+i/c-'' = — bl'X+f

Geometrically, the kih approximation to the solution, i.e., h\k)n+1, i = 1, • • • , n, is

the point defined by the intersection of the hyperplanes corresponding to xk+1 =

0, • • • , xn — 0 and the first k equations in (8.1).
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11. Relationship to Other Methods. We have already discussed the relation-

ship between algorithm (8.6) and Gaussian elimination. Since the operations of

algorithm (8.6) are performed according to a compact scheme, the previous discussion

is perhaps most pertinent to a comparison with the Crout form of Gaussian elimina-

tion. Algorithm (8.6) is even more closely related to other known methods. In fact,

it is essentially equivalent to Purcell's vector method [29], if one initiates that procedure

with a set of n -f- 1 dimensional vectors, eu ■ ■ ■ , en, vn+1, where vn+1 = (bu ■ ■ ■ ,bn, 1)'

and e„ i = 1,2, • • ■ , n, are unit coordinate vectors. This equivalence is apparent

from a comparison of the iterative formulas that define the two methods.

Algorithm (8.6) is also related to Hestenes' version of his biorthogonalization

method [17] for solving systems of linear equations. In Hestenes' method, one applies

the biorthogonalization algorithm to the matrix

(11.1)

The last column of the inverse of matrix (11.1) must be (J) where x is the solution to

(8.1). Only this column is sought, and therefore, the complete biorthogonalization

algorithm is not needed. Algorithm (8.6) is similar in that not all of the matrix B

is updated. Hestenes suggests using the transpose of matrix (11.1) as the initial esti-

mate of the inverse. If, however, the matrix (8.12) is used, then Hestenes' method

becomes essentially equivalent to algorithm (8.6). In Hestenes' method the term

to the right of the parentheses in (8.5) is first divided by the denominator and this

is then multiplied by the term within the parentheses, while in algorithms (8.6) and

(8.8), division is first performed on the term within the parentheses. If one chooses

5<0> = A' in algorithm (8.8),

~(0)      f A' j A'b _

.ölt..

This is not the same as Hestenes' algorithm which starts with 5<0) equal to the trans-

pose of matrix (11.1).

Algorithm (8.6) and (10.2) are very closely related. Therefore, it is not surprising

that the latter is also equivalent to special cases of Purcell's and Hestenes' methods.

These equivalences are obtained if one uses the identity, i.e., the coordinate vectors

<?,, e2, ■ ■ ■ , en+u as the set of basic vectors in the vector method. This corresponds

to Purcell's choice. It is evident from the above discussion that Hestenes' and Purcell's

methods are essentially equivalent. This fact, however, seems to have gone unnoticed.

Algorithms (10.2) and (8.6) can also be shown to be compact forms of Aitken's

below-the-line elimination method, i.e., a forward pass of Gaussian elimination,

applied to

(11.2)
Af

-b'

I

0

and
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(11.3)
A'

b'A- V

respectively. A similar statement can be made with regard to the cases of PurcelPs

method and Hestenes' method that have already been discussed.

Aitken's method transforms a matrix Ä', whether it be the matrix (11.2) or (11.3),

to a matrix M'k)'A', after k steps, 1 ^ k ^ n. The matrices Mik)'A' and Ma~l)'Ä',

at the kth and (k — l)st steps, are related by

where

(11.4) Vi

M     Ä' = (/ - vwe'k)M(l-lu'A'',

(M A )ik _ Z^v-i a-kyMvi

(M       A )kk      2^v-i akvMtk

1 ^ k ^ n,

7 = * + 1, «4-1,

and is zero otherwise. At the start of the process M<0) = /. Thus the matrices M

and M'*"11 satisfy

(11.5) (/ - e*i/*")>       I ^ k ^ n.

If we choose /I' equal to matrix (11.2), then it is easily verified, taking into account the

zero elements of M'*"1', that formulas (11.4) and (11.5) are exactly those that are

used in algorithm (10.2), where Ma) equals the matrix Bik> of (10.3) and vlk) =

7 c* -6<*> of Eq. (10.2b).
If we apply Aitken's method to matrix (11.3),

A'

b'A - b'

I

b'

A'

-b'

and if we associate matrix (8.12) with M<0> then formulas (11.4) and (11.5) are those

of algorithm (8.6), where Mw equals the matrix B~w of (8.7b).

Algorithms (8.6) and (10.2) are also related to Morris' escalator method [24],

[25] and its equivalent, the method of orthogonal vectors [13], especially when A is

symmetric. In the escalator method, the matrix ßfn) is also computed. The formulas

used in this computation are different from those of algorithms (8.6) and (10.2),

although not as different as one might think at first. The computations performed in

algorithms (8.6) and (10.2) that give rise to the first n columns of B( n) can be reordered

as shown by Goldfarb [15], so that they are very similar to those of the escalator

method.

Algorithm (10.2) and, to a lesser extent, algorithm (8.6) are also very directly

related to the bordering method. The bordering method is based upon the following

easily proved lemma.

Lemma 11.1. Let the k X k square matrix Aw be partitioned as

Alks =

akkI Vk-l

where /4(i_X) is a nonsingular square matrix of order k — 1, akk is a scalar, and uk_x and

vk-i are (k —   \)-dimensional column vectors. If Aw is also nonsingular, then
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Ckk - Pj-i^u-n"*-! ^ 0 and

+
A(k-i)Uk-\Vk-i A(

akk Vk-i A(k-\)Uk-1

akk     Vk-i A(k-i)Uk-i

Aui-pUk-

dkk

1

Conversely, if akk — v'^Aj^u^] = 0, //zen /4(i, is singular.

Let be the leading Ic X k square submatrix of ,4 and recall from Theorem 10.1

that the column vectors of = (51(, • • • , äki)' and (8jw = (6f, • • • , 51?)' satisfy

^(4>|8S*' 4- a"' = 0 for j = fc 4- 1, • • ■ , n + 1. Therefore if Aw and A^-x) are non-

singular, it follows that ß)k) = — A[k\a\k), for j = fe -f- 1, • • • , n 4- 1; that is,

>u-i> fot-ifl,-* n 4- äM)
h>k i      / a(t-D

akk 4" Ut-iPt

ait 4- ft-iPt

* + 1, , B + 1,

since = -^»-m«"""^- k> «4-1, and uk.1 = a[k u. This lastequation

is equivalent to algorithm (10.2) for, by Eq. (10.2a), cf

k, •■■ ,n+ 1.
aki, J =

12. Computational Aspects. Operational counts have already been given. Based

upon this criterion, the modification methods described for solving systems of linear

equations compare favorably with other known methods.

They also appear attractive with regard to data handling and storage requirements.

If one is willing to write over the original matrix, A, and right-hand side, b, then the

methods discussed here all require the same amount of storage and are not much

different from Gaussian elimination in its regular or compact forms. If A cannot be

written over, then algorithms (8.6) and (10.2) require less additional storage for

intermediate computations than do any of the compact forms of Gaussian elimina-

tion. The amount of additional storage locations required by algorithm (10.2) can

be shown to be equal to the greatest integer less than or equal to \n2 + n + 2, as

was first pointed out by Purcell [29]. The same result also holds for algorithm (8.6).

Input of data is very convenient for algorithms (8.6) and (10.2) since single rows

of the matrix A = [A j — b] are required on each iteration. (Algorithm (8.6) also

requires the vector b initially.) These modification methods therefore, are particularly

well suited for solving large problems with storage restrictions where handling of

data may be a problem. The computations of algorithm (8.4), i.e., Gauss-Jordan

elimination, can also be ordered so that only single columns of A need be input on

each iteration.

A full discussion of the effect of rounding errors on the modification methods

described above will be presented in a subsequent paper. However, some important

points shall be mentioned here. If partial pivoting is employed in the usual sense—

i.e., one determines which c{k), j = k, ■ • ■ , n, is of maximum modulus, and uses it

as the divisor in steps (8.6b) or (10.2b) with appropriate relabelling of the columns of

A and BU)—one can only ensure that all multipliers, bik) = — cik)/cik), j =

k+ 1, • • - , n, have absolute value less than or equal to one. This is of great importance
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in obtaining error bounds on the elements of the matrices B(k), k = I, ■ ■ ■ , n. How-

ever, if one wants error bounds on all elements of these matrices, one must also have

that Ic^/cf'l £ 1 in (8.6d) and (8.6e) and |6J*>+1| g 1 in (10.2b). This problem is
easily resolved by extending the normal partial pivoting scheme to include cl+l. The

solution vector, y, that is obtained by this process, assuming that pivoting never

occurs in the pth column of A, is no longer the solution to the original set of Eqs.

(8.1). If algorithm (10.2) is used, y is the solution to a set of equations obtained from

(8.1) by interchanging the pth column of A, A,„ with the right-hand side b and multi-

plying both column vectors by — 1. If algorithm (8.6) is used, y solves (8.1) with Ap,

replaced by bpAp — b and the right-hand side replaced by — A„. If a solution is obtained

with either algorithm, then xt = y,-/yp, i p, and x„ = \/y„, in the former case, and

Xi = y,/yP, i 7* p, and x„ = bp + l/yP, in the latter. If y„ = 0, then the original

matrix A is singular.

A scheme such as the one described can also be used with complete or maximal

row pivoting in Gaussian elimination. As far as the author knows, this very simple

idea has not been previously suggested. Further investigation of it is needed to deter-

mine its merits.

13. Numerical Examples. Algorithms (2.6), (2.8) and (10.2) were programmed

in APL/360 and tested on several problems. In APL/360 all numbers are carried to a

precision of approximately 16 decimal digits, which is also the precision of internal

calculations. The output exhibited below, however, has been rounded, for print-out

purposes only, to either 5 or 10 decimal digits. Neither code employed a pivoting

strategy.

Algorithm (2.8) was first tried on the following symmetric matrix A, also used

by Faddeeva [11] for illustrative purposes.

(13.1)    A =

1

0 . 42
0.54

0 .66

0 . 42

1
0.32

0.44

0.54

0.32

1
0.22

The computer output that follows should be self-explanatory.

INITIAL APPROXIMATION TO A INVERSE IS :

10 0 0
0 10 0

0 0 10
0   0   0 1

THE NEW APPROXIMATION TO A INVERSE IS :

10 0"0.42                  1 0

0.54                  0 1
~0.66                  0 0

TUE RES ILrDUAL AB-I IS:

0 _0.42

0 0.1764

0 0.0932

0 0.1628

0.54

0.0932"0.2916

"0.1364

THE NEW APPROXIMATION TO A INVERSE IS
1.2142 0.50996 0"0.50996 1.2142 0

"0.49247 20-11315 1
"0 . 5769 8 0 . 19767 0

0

0
0

1

0 .66

0.1628"0.1364

"0 ,43 55

0

0

0

1

0.66
0.44

0.22

1
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THE

_6~1

1
1

THE

THE~9

8

4

0
THE

THE

_0"1
~2

4

RESIDUAL AB-I IS:
.3389/7217  _2 .7756/7"l7
3 8 7 8 7_ 17     5 . 5 5 11 E~ 17
3878£_17 1.38787"17
38787  17    0 .0000/70

NEW APPROXIMATION TO
1.5617 "0.4301'0.4301 _1.2325

'0 . 70 57 _0.16216
'0.6862 4 0.2227 7

RESIDUAL AB-I IS:
,7145/7~17 ~4.1633£"17
,22blE~_ll _4.3021/7~16
,163377  17     1 . 3878/7~17
,000070 0.0000/70

AW APPROXIMATION TO
2.5076 0.12304"0.12304 1.3322

'1.0115 0.2614 3

'1.3783 "0.44745

RESIDUAL AB-I IS:
,000070 0 .0000/70

,3878/7"l6 ~5.2736£~16

,22047~16 2.77567_17
,4i4097"l6     1.2490/7 16

4 .9247/7_l

_ 1 .1 3 1 6 E_ 1
3 .0215/7 1

~1 . 5482/7"l

A  INVERSE IS
0 .70 57"0.16216

1.433

0 .22186

0 . 0 0 0 0 70
~4 . 1633/7217
"3.4 6 947 16

1.38787"17
A INVERSE IS

"l.OHS
0.26143
1.5318

0.44561

2.22047~16

"6 ,9389/7~17~5.1348E~16

1 .3878/7"l7

5.76907 1

1.9 7677~1
'l.5482E 1

'4.6778/7 1

0
0
0

1

6.86 24721
2 .2277/7 1"2 .21867~1

'5 .02137~1

"1.3783
"0.44745

0 . 44561

2 . 0086

2 .22047216
'1 . 3878/7 16
1.11027"16

0 .00 00/70

Using this same matrix (13.1) and a right-hand side equal to (0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9)'

algorithm (10.2) generated the following output.

0.42"0.42

0
0
0

0
0.8236

0 . 42
0

0
0

0

0.8236"0.42

0
0

0
0

0.8236~0 . 42

0
0
0

0

0.54 0.66

0.0932

0 . 3'0.54

0

b
0

0

.1628 "0.374"0.4924720738

"0.113161729

0

0

0

66

5769791161
1976687712

0.6978533269

_0 ,
0.

0

0

0

0. 1548227295
4924720738

113161729

0 .4956775134
6862368465

2227743444
22 18556873

0.6978533260 "0 .

"0 .

0
0

0

0 .497871221
4924720738

113161729

0.738040755"0 .6862368465

'0 .2227743444

0.2218556873

0
0

0.3
0

0

0
0

1092763477
4541039339

0.2405211291

0 . 3737264072
0.7102889594

0

0

1.257793747
0. 0434873043°

1. 039166252
1.482392884
n

in
In the Arth segment of output, i.e., below the Arth C, the first line printed is c

c.k\ chlk\, c„(*l followed by the last n columns of the matrix Ä(" — /, where 8ik)

is the matrix (10.3). The solution is found in the last column of the last block of

output.
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A more stringent test of

of equations used by Morris

for this system is

algorithm (10.2) was provided by the ill-conditioned set

to test his escalator method [24]. The matrix A = [A \ - b]

539999
523286
435785
362242
276472
184691

523286
787190
362242
525651
184691
280269

435785
362242
388141
297304
263974
167936

362242
525651
297304
437677
167936
263246

276472
184691
263974
167936
201578
114921

184691
280269
167936
263246
114921
194065

123679
48448

124950
47304

106470
37831

The last block of computer generated output follows.

c
539999     280099.7317 23581.1958

0.9690199127 "1.011782113

0 0.2111073071

9511.117111
1.758366662

009028197
79817381

7651.575691     635.3333588 2670.657675
186706606

6559707279
3017601
7371887929

1.386316178

0.7331152318

2.835615507"1.600666275

1.720237317
0

0

s.
2,

11,
6~7.

386252122
813316900

59232355
361825112

992872117
20355336

The vector or residuals, rounded to three significant figures, corresponding to the

above computed solution was (2.33E-10, 0, 6.98E-10, 4.66E-10, 0).
The ill-conditioned 5X5 matrix A with elements

10! 1

2 X 106 i + j '
1 ^ i, J ^ n,

related to the 6X6 Hilbert matrix, and used by Wilkinson [36] in a numerical ex-

ample, was also used to test algorithm (2.8). The fifth and last iteration of algorithm

(2.8) yielded the following approximate inverse and residual matrix.

THE   NEW  APPROXIMATION   TO  A INVERSE

248.015873 -2314.814815
-2314.818415

6944 .444444
-8333.333333

3472.222222

THE  RESIDUAL AB-I
-8.881784197E-13

24305.55556
-77777.77778

97222.22222
-41666.66667

:s:
•6.146194664E-13

-2

2
7

-1

216893336E-12   -2.955857781E-12

000888344E-11

275957614E-12
136868377E-11

. 364242053E-11

.000444172E-11

.733724275E-11

6944.444444
-77777.77778

259259.2593
-333333.3333

145833.3333

■3.872457910E-13

■6.082245818E-12

•8.526512829E-13

•1.875832822E-11
■9 . 32232069 3E-12

-8333.333333

97222.22222
-333333.3333

4 37500
-194444.4444

-3.232969448E-13
-3.240074875E-12

-1 . 182 343112E-11
-5.684341886E-12

-9.492850950E-12

3472.222222
-41666.6666 7

145833.3333
-194444.4444

87500

-1.669775429E-13

-3.751665645E-12

8.469669410E-12
1.818989404E-12

-6 . 878053682E-12

The APL/360 matrix division function, |T) , was also used to invert A. The final

result was identical to the output above, rounded to 10 decimal digits. The residual

matrix for this computed inverse is shown below. The implementation of the operator

FR in APL/360 is described by Jenkins [21]. Jenkins' code makes use of Householder

transformations to decompose A and incorporates pivoting and scaling procedures.

Algorithm (2.8) and the operator [T] worked equally well on this example. The

residual of maximum modulus was approximately 2.0 X 10~11 for the former method

and 6.9 X 10~11 for the latter.

6.288303211E-13
-1.527666882E-13
-1.136868377E-13
-3.552713679E-14
-1.350031198E-13

-1.011812856E-11

2.273736754E-13
-5.115907697E-13
-5.684341886E-13

5.684341886E-13

4.001776688E-11
1.546140993E-11

-6.423306331E-12

1.534772309E-12
1.421085472E-12

-6.912159733E-11
-2.000888344E-11
-1.404032446E-11
-5.172751116E-12

7.958078641E-12

3.905142876E-11
9.663381206E-12
7.219114195E-12
6.480149750S-12
3.9221S5901E-12

Residual Matrix
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As an extreme test of algorithm (2.6), the 10 X 10 matrix A with elements

ai' = W°\T+-)'    ^ V2* 8 '

was inverted. One full pass of the algorithm resulted in the following inverse matrix,

listed columnwise.

2.4883E3
-8 .9598E4

1.1650E6
-7.6123E6

2.8550E7
-6.5263E7

9.2465E7
-7.9262E7

3.7652E7
-7.6069E6

-8.9595E4

3.6292E6
-5.0332E7

3.4257E8
-1.3215E9

3.0837E9
-4.4382E9

3.8519E9
-1.8482E9

3.7651E8

1.1649E6
-5.0330E7

7.2706E8
-5.0898E9

2.0043E10
-4.7511E10

6.9234E10
-6.0694E10

2.9365E10
-6.0238E9

-7.6116E6

3.4255E8
-5.0897E9

3.6372E10
-1.4550E11

3.4920E11
-5.1400E11

4.5435E11
-2.2136E11

4.5678E10

2.8546E7
-1.3214E9

2 .0042E10
-1.4549E11

5.8926E11
-1 .4286E12

2.1202E12
-1.8878E12

9 .2492E11
-1.9184E11

-6.5254E7

3.0834E9
-4.7508E10

3.4919E11
-1.4285E12

3.4920E12
-5.2189E12

4.6731E12
-2.3020E12

4.7958E11

9.2449E7
-4.4376E9

6.9228E10
-5.1397E11

2.1201E12
-5.2188E12

7.8460E12
-7.0615E12

3.4940E12
-7.3077E11

-7.9247E7

3.8514E9
-6.0688E10

4 .5432E11
-1.8872E12

4.6730E12
-7.0614E12

6.3836E12
-3.1709E12

6.6550E11

3.7644E7
-1.8480E9

2.9361E10
-2.2134E11

9.2486E11
-2.3019E12

3.4939E12
-3.1709E12

1.5805E12
-3.3274E11

-7.6052E6

3.7645E8
-6.0230E9

4 .5673E10
-1.9182E11

4 .7955E11
-7.3074E11

6 .6549E11
-3.3274E11

7.0245E10

The element of largest absolute value in the residual matrix, corresponding to

this computed inverse, was approximately equal to 1.37 X 10""2. This was only slightly

larger than the residual of maximum modulus, 1.04 X 10 s, obtained by using the

operator\+] .

A second pass of algorithm (2.6) was performed, starting with the above approxi-

mate inverse as the initial guess, 2?l0). This produced a new approximate inverse,

none of whose elements differed from the corresponding elements in the above matrix

by more than 0.2 percent. The residual of maximum modulus was reduced to ap-

proximately 8.2 X 10~4.
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